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SEMICONDUCTOR PACKAGE WITH RIGID 
AND FLEXIBLE CIRCUITS 

CROSS-REFERENCE TO RELATED 
APPLICATIONS 

[0001] This application is a continuation of US. patent 
application Ser. No. 11/056,535, ?led Feb. 11, 2005, Which is 
incorporated by reference herein in its entirety. 

TECHNICAL FIELD 

[0002] The embodiments disclosed herein relate to semi 
conductor devices, and in particular to a system and method 
for differentially routing high and loW-speed signals betWeen 
a semiconductor and a motherboard. 

BACKGROUND 

[0003] As computer systems evolve, so does the demand 
for increased speed and performance. Since semiconductor 
packages (also knoWn as integrated circuit (IC) or chip pack 
ages) continue to have a signi?cant effect on system perfor 
mance, packaging design has also continued to evolve to keep 
pace With the demand for increased performance. In fact, as 
system frequency and edge-rate speeds increase, package 
effects have become increasingly signi?cant. These package 
effects present system designers With numerous challenges 
When designing packages. For example, system designers 
need to take into consideration: trace impedance, crosstalk, 
skeW and mostly impedance discontinuities at the semicon 
ductor-to-sub strate interface, at the substrate itself and at the 
substrate-to-PCB (printed circuit board) interface. 
[0004] The semiconductor-to-substrate interface in ball 
grid array (BGA) packages is usually made via bonding Wires 
or ?ip-chip bumps. This creates impedance discontinuities at 
the semiconductor-to-sub strate interface, Which may be mini 
miZed With loWer bump heights or shorter Wire lengths. Simi 
larly, solder balls at the substrate-to-PCB board interface also 
cause impedance discontinuities, Which may be controlled 
using anti-pads on the substrate and/ or PCB. HoWever, these 
loWer bump heights, shorter Wire lengths or anti-pads 
increase design complexity and may not be suitable for some 
package constructions. 
[0005] Furthermore, vias and dielectric materials used in 
conventional, loW cost, laminate substrates also create prob 
lems for high-speed signaling. For example, through-hole 
vias that extend through multi-layer substrates often form 
unused portions or stubs that add parasitic capacitance and 
produce signal re?ections, both of Which degrade signal qual 
ity. Although back-drilling and other techniques may be used 
to reduce the stub portions of the vias, such efforts further 
increase manufacturing costs and may not be suitable or 
possible for some package constructions. More recently, 
ceramic substrates With smaller vias or substrates With con 
trollable build-up layers and smaller vias have been used in 
BGA packages to control the impedance discontinuities for 
high-speed signals. HoWever, these neW substrates are usu 
ally very expensive. Accordingly, current substrates are either 
lost cost With loW performance or high cost With high perfor 
mance. Accordingly, a high performance, but loW cost, sub 
strate to be used in a semiconductor package Would be highly 
desirable. 
[0006] Moreover, as current package designs may include 
both high-speed and loW-speed signals, not all of the signals 
require the detailed design attention given to high-speed sig 
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nals. Accordingly, a system that only addresses package 
effects for high-speed signals Would be highly desirable. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

[0007] For a better understanding of the nature and objects 
of the invention, reference should be made to the folloWing 
detailed description taken in conjunction With the accompa 
nying draWings, in Which: 
[0008] FIG. 1 is a cross-sectional side vieW ofa semicon 
ductor package, according to an embodiment of the invention; 
[0009] FIG. 2 is a cross-sectional side vieW of another 
semiconductor package, according to another embodiment of 
the invention; 
[0010] FIG. 3 is a cross-sectional side vieW of yet another 
semiconductor package, according to yet another embodi 
ment of the invention; 
[0011] FIG. 4 is a cross-sectional side vieW of one other 
semiconductor package, according to one other embodiment 
of the invention; 
[0012] FIG. 5 is an oblique vieW of a further semiconductor 
package, according to a further embodiment of the invention; 
[0013] FIG. 6 is a cross-sectional side vieW of another 
semiconductor package, according to another embodiment of 
the invention; 
[0014] FIG. 7 is a cross-sectional side vieW of yet another 
semiconductor package, according to yet another embodi 
ment of the invention; and 
[0015] FIG. 8 is a cross-sectional side vieW of one other 
semiconductor package, according to one other embodiment 
of the invention. 
[0016] Like reference numerals refer to the same or similar 
components throughout the several vieWs of the draWings. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE 
EMBODIMENTS 

[0017] The folloWing description details various semicon 
ductor packages. In some embodiments, the semiconductor 
package includes a substrate, at least one electrical contact, a 
semiconductor device and at least one ?exible conductor. The 
substrate has a substrate ?rst side and an opposing substrate 
second side. At least one electrical contact is mechanically 
coupled to the substrate at the substrate ?rst side, While the 
semiconductor device is mechanically coupled to the sub 
strate at the substrate second side. In some embodiments, the 
electrical contacts are solder balls, solder lands or pins. 
[0018] At least one ?exible conductor is electrically 
coupled to the semiconductor device and to the at least one 
electrical contact. In some embodiments, the semiconductor 
package also includes at least one electrical trace on the 
substrate second side. In these embodiments the semiconduc 
tor device and at least one ?exible conductor are electrically 
coupled to at least one electrical trace. The semiconductor 
device may also be electrically coupled to the electrical con 
tacts through one or more vias passing through the substrate 
from the substrate second side to the substrate ?rst side. 
[0019] The various semiconductor packages all treat loW 
speed and high-speed signals separately. For example, the 
loW-speed signals travel from a semiconductor loW-speed 
interface on the semiconductor device to one or more Wire 

bonds; from the one or more Wire bonds to one or more vias; 
from the vias to one or more solder balls; and from the solder 
balls to a PCB (and vice versa). Unlike the loW-speed signals, 
the high-speed signals travel from a semiconductor high 
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speed interface on the semiconductor device to one or more 

Wire bonds; from the Wire bonds to one or more micro-strip 
conductors on the second side of the substrate; from the 
conductors to a ?ex-tape; and from the ?ex-tape to the solder 
balls (and vice versa). Therefore, the high-speed signals avoid 
passing through the vias, thereby reducing impedance dis 
continuities, parasitic capacitance and undesirable signal 
re?ections caused by the vias. In some embodiments, the high 
speed signals are electric signals that travels at l GHZ fre 
quency or higher. 

[0020] FIG. 1 is a cross-sectional side vieW ofa semicon 
ductor package 100. The semiconductor package 100 
includes a semiconductor device 102 mounted on a substrate 

104. The substrate 104 is substantially planar and has a sub 
strate ?rst side 106 and an opposing substrate second side 
108. In some embodiments the substrate 104 is a multi-layer 
laminate circuit board. In the embodiment shoWn in FIG. 1, 
the substrate has a substrate ?rst conductive layer 110 sepa 
rated from a substrate second conductive layer 112 by a 
substrate insulation layer 114. The substrate conductive lay 
ers 110, 112 may form trace patterns made from copper or the 
like. For example, at least one conductor or trace 122 may be 
formed at the substrate second side 108 and at least one 
conductor or trace 124 may be formed at the substrate ?rst 
side 106. 

[0021] The insulation layer may be made from PR4 (Flame 
Retardant 4) or the like. In addition, one or more vias 116 may 
form conducting pathWays at least partially through the sub 
strate, e.g., to electrically couple the ?rst and second conduc 
tive layers 110, 112. The vias may be formed by any suitable 
technique, such as by drilling through the board at the appro 
priate place Where tWo or more layers interconnect and alloW 
ing copper to run through the hole. The copper may coat only 
the sides of the hole or ?ll the entire hole. 

[0022] The semiconductorpackage may also include one or 
more electrical contacts 118 mechanically coupled to the 
substrate ?rst side 106. In some embodiments, these electrical 
contacts may be an array of solder balls, solder lands or pins, 
Where the solder balls provide contact betWeen the semicon 
ductor package and the printed circuit board. In the embodi 
ment shoWn in FIG. 1, these electrical contacts 118 are elec 
trically coupled to the substrate ?rst conductive layer 110. 
When the semiconductor package 100 is installed, the elec 
trical contacts 118 are electrically and/or mechanically 
coupled to a printed circuit board (PCB) 120. 
[0023] The semiconductor device 102 is mechanically 
coupled to the substrate second side 108. In some embodi 
ments, the semiconductor device 102 is mechanically 
coupled to the substrate second side 108 via a layer of die 
attach adhesive 126, Which may or may not be thermally or 
electrically conductive depending on the speci?c application. 
In the embodiment shoWn in FIG. 1, a ?rst Wire bond 128 is 
electrically coupled to a semiconductor high-speed interface 
131 of the semiconductor device. Similarly, a second Wire 
bond 129 is electrically coupled to a semiconductor loW 
speed interface 133 of the semiconductor device. Wire bonds 
use metal Wires (typically, Aluminum or Gold) that are 
bonded to the bare semiconductor device’s electric contact 
pad at one end and to metal leads of the semiconductor pack 
age substrate at the other. An example of a Wire bond 512 is 
shoWn in FIG. 5 electrically coupling a semiconductor device 
102 to electrical traces or conductors 510 at the substrate 

second side 108 (FIG. 1). 
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[0024] In the embodiment shoWn in FIG. 1, at least one 
second Wire bond 129 electrically couples the semiconductor 
loW-speed interface 133 of the semiconductor device 102 to 
the substrate second conductive layer 112. At least part of the 
conductive layer 112 is in turn electrically coupled to one or 
more of the electrical contacts 118 through one or more of the 
vias 116. This electrical connection betWeen the semiconduc 
tor device 102 and the electrical contacts 118 through the via 
alloWs loW-speed signals to be routed through the vias, 
thereby alloWing a loW cost substrate to be used to route 
loW-speed signals. Also in this embodiment, at least one ?rst 
Wire bond 128 electrically couples the semiconductor high 
speed interface 131 of the semiconductor device 102 to the 
one or more traces or conductors 122 at the substrate second 

side 108. 

[0025] Moreover, a ?exible conductor 130 is coupled to the 
substrate ?rst and second sides 106, 108, respectively. 
Although the ?exible conductor 130 may be a single layer. In 
some embodiments, the ?exible conductor 130 is a multi 
layer ?exible tape (?ex-tape), as shoWn in FIG. 1. In this 
embodiment, the ?exible conductor 130 includes a ?exible 
conductor ?rst conductive layer 132 separated from a ?exible 
conductor second conductive layer 134 by a ?exible conduc 
tor insulation layer 136. The ?exible conductor insulation 
layer 136 may be any type of ?exible insulation material, but 
in some embodiments Will include a polyimide as its dielec 
tric material. As compared to the dielectric material in the 
substrate insulation later 114 of the substrate 104, the poly 
imide in the ?exible conductor has a loWer dielectric constant 
and loWer loss coe?icient. Accordingly, the ?exible conduc 
tor 130 has better impedance control With microstripline 
design. 
[0026] In this embodiment, all three layers 132, 134, 136 of 
the ?ex-tape extend from the substrate ?rst side 106 to the 
substrate second side 108. Also in this embodiment, the ?ex 
ible conductor 130 Wraps around at least one edge of the 
substrate 104. Accordingly, the ?exible conductor 130 is 
bendable and able to be formed to ?t around the edge of the 
substrate. This helps minimize the length of the ?exible con 
ductor 130, thereby decreasing any signal integrity losses. 
The ?exible conductor 130 may be mechanically coupled to 
the substrate 104 using any suitable means, such as by bond 
ing the ?exible conductor to the substrate using an Anisotro 
pic Conductive Adhesive (ACA) tape or by connecting the 
?exible conductor to the substrate With a mechanical clip. 

[0027] In some embodiments, the ?exible conductor ?rst 
conductive layer 132 electrically couples the trace or conduc 
tor 122 at the substrate second side 108 to the trace or con 
ductor 124 at the substrate ?rst side 106. Accordingly, the 
semiconductor device is electrically coupled to the PCB 120 
through the one or more Wire bonds 128, trace 122, ?exible 
conductor ?rst conductive layer 132, trace 124, and one or 
more of the electrical contacts 118. This signal path is used to 
communicate high-speed signals betWeen the semiconductor 
high-speed interface of the semiconductor device and the 
PCB 120. Accordingly, high-speed signals are routed through 
the ?exible conductor 130 and not through the vias 116, 
thereby avoiding signal integrity problems associated With a 
signal path through the vias 116. 
[0028] In the embodiment shoWn, the ?exible conductor 
second conductive layer 134 may be used as a ground plane. 
In an alternative embodiment, the ?exible conductor ?rst 
conductive layer 132 may act as a ground plane, While the 
?exible conductor second conductive layer 134 may be used 
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to communicate the high-speed signal. In this embodiment, 
the ?exible conductor second conductive layer 134 is electri 
cally coupled to the semiconductor device 102 through a Wire 
bond 140, and is electrically coupled to one or more of the 
electrical contacts 118 through another Wire bond or other 
conductor 142. Alternatively, the semiconductor device may 
be Wire bonded to a trace or conductor 420 at the substrate 
second side 108, Which is in turn Wire bonded to the ?exible 
conductor second conductive layer 408, as shoWn in FIG. 4. 
[0029] In yet another embodiment, both the ?exible con 
ductor ?rst and second conductive layers 132, 134 may act as 
high-speed signal carriers. In a further embodiment, either of 
the ?exible conductor ?rst or second conductive layers 132, 
134 may act as a ground plane, While the other layer acts as a 
high-speed signal carrier. 
[0030] In some embodiments, the semiconductor device 
102, Wire bonds 128, 129 and at least part of the substrate 
second side 108 may be covered or encapsulated in a housing 
138, such as With a molding compound. The housing may act 
as an insulator to protect the device and/or as a heat sink or 
spreader to dissipate the heat from the device. 
[0031] In light of the above description, it can be seen that 
in some embodiments, high-speed signals travel from a semi 
conductor high-speed interface 131, along a bond Wire to one 
or more traces on the substrate second conductive layer 112. 
The high-speed signals then travel from a conductive layer of 
the ?exible conductor 130 to the edge of the substrate ?rst 
side 106. Eventually, the high-speed signals travel to the PCB 
120 through the nearest solder balls 118. In this Way, the 
high-speed signals travel through the ?exible conductor 130, 
avoiding travelling through the package substrate, With mini 
mal impedance discontinuities. 
[0032] FIG. 2 is a cross-sectional side vieW of another 
semiconductor package 200. This semiconductor package 
200 is similar to the semiconductor package 100 shoWn in 
FIG. 1. HoWever, this semiconductor package 200 includes a 
?exible conductor 202 that Wraps entirely around the sub 
strate, i.e., the ?exible conductor extends substantially across 
the substrate ?rst and second sides. In this embodiment, the 
semiconductor device 102 and the electrical contacts 118 are 
coupled to the ?exible conductor 202 and not to the substrate, 
as is the case With the semiconductor package 100 shoWn in 
FIG. 1. V1as 204, 206 and 208 may extend through at least part 
of the substrate and/or the ?exible conductor 202. As With the 
semiconductor package 100 shoWn in FIG. 1, loW-speed sig 
nals travel through vias in the substrate and/or ?exible con 
ductor 202, While high-speed signals travel along a conduc 
tive layer of the ?exible conductor around an edge of the 
substrate to one or more electrical contacts 118. 

[0033] FIG. 3 is a cross-sectional side vieW of yet another 
semiconductor package 300. This semiconductor package 
300 is also similar to the semiconductor package 100 shoWn 
in FIG. 1. HoWever, this semiconductor package 300 includes 
a ?ip-chip design, Where the active area of the semiconductor 
device 302 is “?ipped over” facing doWnWard toWards the 
substrate. Instead of facing up and using the Wire bonds 128, 
129 shoWn in FIG. 1, any surface area of the ?ip-chip can be 
used for interconnection, Which is typically done through 
metal bumps or balls 306 of solder, copper, nickel, gold or 
their alloys. These balls or bumps 306 are soldered onto the 
substrate and under?lled With epoxy. The ?ip-chip alloWs for 
a large number of interconnects With shorter distances than 
Wire, Which greatly reduces inductance. At least some of the 
balls or bumps 306 are semiconductor high-speed interfaces 
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that are electrically coupled to one or more of the electrical 
contacts through the ?exible conductor 130 and one or more 
traces 304, While at least some of the balls or bumps 306 are 
semiconductor loW-speed interfaces that are electrically 
coupled to one or more of the electrical contacts through one 
or more vias 116. Accordingly, as With the embodiments 
described above, high-speed signals travel through the ?ex 
ible conductor 130 and not through the vias 116 in the sub 
strate. 

[0034] FIG. 4 is a cross-sectional side vieW of one other 
semiconductor package 400. This semiconductor package 
400 is also similar to the semiconductor package 100 shoWn 
in FIG. 1. HoWever, this semiconductor package 400 includes 
a ?exible conductor 402, such as ?ex-tape, that has a ?exible 
conductor ?rst conductive layer 404 that is broken or not 
continuous. In particular, the ?exible conductor ?rst conduc 
tive layer 404 has a ?rst portion 422 that is electrically 
coupled to a substrate ?rst conductive layer 110, and a second 
portion 420 that is electrically coupled to a substrate second 
conductive layer 112. The ?rst portion 422 and the second 
portion 420 are not electrically coupled to one another, e.g., 
they are separated by an insulator or an air gap 410. The 
?exible conductor 402 also includes a ?exible conductor sec 
ond conductive layer 408 separated from the ?rst conductive 
layer by a ?exible conductor insulation layer 406. The ?exible 
conductor second conductive layer 408 is electrically coupled 
to the high-speed interface of the semiconductor device 
through a ?rst Wire bond 412, a trace 424 and a second Wire 
bond 426. Alternatively, the ?exible conductor second con 
ductive layer 408 is electrically coupled to the high-speed 
interface of the semiconductor device directly through one or 
more Wire bonds 428. 

[0035] The ?exible conductor second conductive layer 408 
is also electrically coupled to one or more electrical contacts 
118 though a second Wire bond or conductor 414. In this 
embodiment, the substrate ?rst conductive layer 110 acts as a 
poWer plane While the substrate second conductive layer 112 
acts as a ground plane (and vice versa). This is possible as the 
?exible conductor ?rst conductive layer 404 does not electri 
cally couple the substrate ?rst and second conductive layers 
to one another, because of the air-gap betWeen the ?rst and 
second portions 422, 420, respectively. As in the embodi 
ments described above, high-speed communication betWeen 
the semiconductor high-speed interface of the semiconductor 
device and the electrical contacts 118 occurs through a con 
ductive layer of the ?exible conductor 402. 
[0036] FIG. 5 is an oblique vieW of a further semiconductor 
package 500. This semiconductor package 500 is similar to 
the semiconductor package 100 shoWn in FIG. 1. The semi 
conductor package 500 includes a semiconductor device 102 
coupled to a substrate 104. As described above, the semicon 
ductor device 102 may be electrically coupled to electrical 
contacts (not shoWn in this ?gure) via numerous means. For 
example, the semiconductor device 102 may be electrically 
coupled to traces 510 at the substrate second side through one 
or more Wire bonds 512. These traces may then be electrically 
coupled to one or more vias 522 that may in turn electrically 
couple to electrical contacts at the substrate ?rst side. Simi 
larly, the semiconductor device 102 may be electrically 
coupled directly to one or more vias 514 also through one or 
more Wire bonds. 

[0037] Furthermore, the semiconductor device 102 may be 
electrically coupled to the electrical contacts through one or 
more Wire bonds 518 that are electrically coupled to traces 
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520 on the substrate that are in turn electrically coupled to a 
?exible conductor 516. The ?exible conductor 516 is electri 
cally coupled to the electrical contacts. Similarly, the semi 
conductor device 102 may also be electrically coupled to the 
electrical contacts directly through a ?exible conductor 508 
that Wraps around the edge of the substrate 104, Without ?rst 
being connected to a Wire bond and/ or traces. Alternatively, or 
in addition, the semiconductor device 102 may be electrically 
coupled to the electrical contacts through another ?exible 
conductor 504 that passes through a slot 506 in the substrate 
104. In other Words, the ?exible conductor 504 need only 
electrically couple the semiconductor device near the sub 
strate second side to the electrical contacts near the substrate 
?rst side, and need not Wrap around the edge of the substrate 
104. Therefore, depending on the number of the high-speed 
signals, ?exible conductors, such as ?ex-tape, may be elec 
trically coupled to the semiconductor at multiple locations 
and may Wrap around any or all edges of the substrate, as Well 
as pass through slots in the substrate. 
[0038] FIG. 6 is a cross-sectional side vieW of another 
semiconductor package 600. This package is similar to the 
semiconductorpackages 200 and 300 shoWn in FIGS. 2 and 3, 
respectively. The semiconductor package 600 includes a ?ex 
ible conductor 602 that Wraps entirely around the substrate, 
i.e., the ?exible conductor extends substantially across the 
substrate ?rst and second sides. The semiconductor package 
600 also includes a ?ip-chip 604, similar to the ?ip-chip 
semiconductor device 302 shoWn in FIG. 3. Vias may extend 
through at least part of the substrate and/ or the ?exible con 
ductor 602. As With the semiconductor packages described 
above, loW-speed signals travel through vias in the substrate 
and/ or ?exible conductor 604, While high-speed signals travel 
along a conductive layer of the ?exible conductor around an 
edge of the substrate to one or more electrical contacts. 

[0039] FIG. 7 is a cross-sectional side vieW of yet another 
semiconductor package 700. This semiconductor package is 
similar to the semiconductor package 100 shoWn in FIG. 1. 
HoWever, the semiconductor package 700 includes a ?exible 
conductor 730, such as ?ex-tape, that electrically couples the 
semiconductor package 700 directly to a printed circuit board 
(PCB) 720, such as a motherboard. In other Words, one end of 
the ?exible conductor 730 is electrically and/ or mechanically 
coupled to the substrate and the other end is electrically 
and/or mechanically coupled to the PCB 720. The ?exible 
conductor 730 may be coupled to the PCB 720 by any suitable 
means, such as by being soldered directly onto the PCB 720 
or electrically coupled to the PCB 720 via one or more further 
Wire bonds. 

[0040] As above, loW-speed signals travel from the semi 
conductor device 702, through vias 776 in the substrate, and 
on to one or more electrical contacts 778. The high speed 
signals, hoWever, travel from the semiconductor device 702, 
through one or more Wire-bonds and/ or electrical traces, 
through the ?exible conductor, and then directly on to the 
PCB 720. This design further reduces any impedance discon 
tinuities that may arise at the ?exible conductor to electrical 
contact interface and at the electrical contact to PCB inter 
face. 
[0041] FIG. 8 is a cross-sectional side vieW of yet another 
semiconductor package 800. This semiconductor package is 
similar to the semiconductor packages 300 and 700 shoWn in 
FIGS. 3 and 7 respectively. The semiconductor package 800 
includes a ?exible conductor 830 that extends substantially 
across the substrate ?rst side 804. The semiconductor pack 
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age 800 also includes a ?ip-chip 802, similar to the ?ip-chip 
semiconductor device 302 shoWn in FIG. 3. Vias may extend 
through at least part of the substrate and/ or the ?exible con 
ductor 830. 
[0042] The ?exible conductor 830 electrically couples the 
semiconductor package 800 directly to a printed circuit board 
(PCB) 820, such as a motherboard. In other Words, one end of 
the ?exible conductor 830 is electrically and/ or mechanically 
coupled to the substrate and the other end is electrically 
and/or mechanically coupled to the PCB 820. The ?exible 
conductor 830 may be coupled to the PCB 820 by any suitable 
means, such as by being soldered directly onto the PCB 820 
or electrically coupled to the PCB 820 via one or more further 
Wire bonds. 
[0043] As With the semiconductor package described 
above in relation to FIG. 7, loW-speed signals travel from the 
semiconductor device 802, through vias in the substrate, and 
on to one or more electrical contacts. The high speed signals, 
hoWever, travel from the semiconductor device 802, through 
the ?exible conductor 830, and then directly on to the PCB 
820. This design also reduces impedance discontinuities that 
may arise at the ?exible conductor to electrical contact inter 
face and at the electrical contact to PCB interface. 
[0044] In one or more of the above described embodiments, 
both high speed and loW or loWer speed signals may be carried 
by one or more ?exible conductors betWeen a semiconductor 
device coupled to a second side of a substrate to electrical 
contacts on a ?rst side of the substrate. 

[0045] In further embodiments, the above mentioned semi 
conductor packages may be used in system-in-package (SiP) 
devices, e.g., Where logical and memory devices are stacked 
Within a single package. 
[0046] While the foregoing description and draWings rep 
resent the preferred embodiments of the present invention, it 
Will be understood that various additions, modi?cations and 
substitutions may be made therein Without departing from the 
spirit and scope of the present invention as de?ned in the 
accompanying claims. In particular, it Will be clear to those 
skilled in the art that the present invention may be embodied 
in other speci?c forms, structures, arrangements, proportions, 
and With other elements, materials, and components, Without 
departing from the spirit or essential characteristics thereof. 
For example, the proportional difference in siZe of the semi 
conductor package With respect to the semiconductor devices 
may be different, such that the semiconductor package is a 
Chip Scale Package (CSP), Where the semiconductor package 
is housing that is slightly larger than the semiconductor 
device itself. For example, the semiconductor package may 
be no larger than 1.2 times the siZe of the semiconductor 
device itself. The presently disclosed embodiments are there 
fore to be considered in all respects as illustrative and not 
restrictive, the scope of the invention being indicated by the 
appended claims, and not limited to the foregoing descrip 
tion. 

What is claimed is: 
1. A semiconductor package, comprising: 
a rigid circuit board substrate having a substrate ?rst side 

and an opposing substrate second side; 
multiple electrical contacts coupled to said substrate at said 

substrate ?rst side; 
an adhesive in direct contact With said substrate second 

side; 
a semiconductor device in direct contact With said adhe 

sive; and 
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at least one ?exible conductor electrically connected to 
said semiconductor device and to at least one of said 
electrical contacts, Where the ?exible conductor extends 
from the ?rst side to the second side of the substrate. 

2. The semiconductor package of claim 1, Wherein said 
substrate de?nes one or more vias extending at least partially 
there through. 

3. The semiconductor package of claim 2, Wherein said 
semiconductor device comprises at least one semiconductor 
loW-speed interface electrically coupled to at least one of said 
electrical contacts through at least one of said vias. 

4. The semiconductor package of claim 1, Wherein said 
semiconductor device comprises at least one semiconductor 
high-speed interface electrically coupled to said at least one 
?exible conductor. 

5. The semiconductor package of claim 1, further compris 
ing at least one electrical trace on said substrate second side, 
Where said semiconductor device and said at least one ?exible 
conductor are electrically coupled to said at least one electri 
cal trace through one or more Wire bonds. 

6. The semiconductor package of claim 1, Wherein said 
semiconductor device is electrically coupled to said at least 
one ?exible conductor through one or more Wire bonds. 

7. The semiconductor package of claim 1, Wherein said 
substrate is a multi-layer laminate circuit board. 

8. The semiconductor package of claim 1, Wherein said 
substrate has a substrate ?rst conductive layer at said sub 
strate ?rst side and a substrate second conductive layer at said 
substrate second side, Where said substrate ?rst conductive 
layer and said substrate second conductive layer are separated 
by a substrate insulation layer. 

9. The semiconductor package of claim 1, Wherein said 
electrical contacts comprise an array of solder balls, solder 
lands or pins. 

10. The semiconductor package of claim 1, Wherein said at 
least one ?exible conductor is mechanically coupled to said 
substrate. 

11. The semiconductor package of claim 1, Wherein said at 
least one ?exible conductor is Wrapped around an edge of said 
substrate betWeen said substrate ?rst side and said substrate 
second side. 

12. The semiconductor package of claim 1, Wherein said at 
least one ?exible conductor is ?exible tape (?ex-tape). 

13. The semiconductor package of claim 1, Wherein said 
?exible conductor comprises at least tWo ?exible conductor 
conductive layers separated by a ?exible conductor insulation 
layer. 

14. The semiconductor package of claim 13, Wherein at 
least one of said ?exible conductor conductive layers is elec 
trically coupled to said semiconductor device and to at least 
one of said electrical contacts. 

15. The semiconductor package of claim 13, Wherein at 
least one of said ?exible conductor conductive layers acts as 
a ground plane. 
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16. The semiconductor package of claim 1, Wherein said 
?exible conductor comprises: 

a ?exible conductor ?rst conductive layer electrically 
coupled to a semiconductor high-speed interface of said 
semiconductor device and to at least one of said electri 

cally contacts; 
a ?exible conductor second conductive layer con?gured to 

act as a ground plane; and 
a ?exible tape insulation layer separating said ?exible con 

ductor ?rst conductive layer and said ?exible conductor 
second conductive layer. 

17. A semiconductor package, comprising: 
a rigid circuit board substrate having a substrate ?rst side 

and an opposing substrate second side; 
multiple electrical contacts coupled to said substrate at said 

substrate ?rst side; 
a semiconductor device in direct contact With said substrate 

at said substrate second side; and 
at least one ?exible conductor electrically coupled to said 

semiconductor device and to at least one of said electri 
cal contacts, Where the ?exible conductor extends from 
the ?rst side to the second side of the substrate. 

18. The semiconductor package of claim 17, Wherein the 
semiconductor device comprises a plurality of electrical con 
nectors, and the plurality of electrical connectors is in direct 
contact With said substrate at said substrate second side. 

19. The semiconductor package of claim 18, Wherein said 
plurality of electrical connectors comprises a plurality of 
metal bumps. 

20. The semiconductor package of claim 17, Wherein said 
substrate de?nes one or more vias extending at least partially 
there through. 

21. The semiconductor package of claim 20, Wherein said 
semiconductor device comprises at least one semiconductor 
loW-speed interface electrically coupled to at least one of said 
electrical contacts through at least one of said vias. 

22. The semiconductor package of claim 17, Wherein said 
semiconductor device comprises at least one semiconductor 
high-speed interface electrically coupled to said at least one 
?exible conductor. 

23. The semiconductor package of claim 17, Wherein said 
?exible conductor comprises: 

a ?exible conductor ?rst conductive layer electrically 
coupled to a semiconductor high-speed interface of said 
semiconductor device and to at least one of said electri 

cally contacts; 
a ?exible conductor second conductive layer con?gured to 

act as a ground plane; and 
a ?exible tape insulation layer separating said ?exible con 

ductor ?rst conductive layer an said ?exible conductor 
second conductive layer. 

* * * * * 


